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A Message for these DAys
b y  Ke l l y  C r o c k e r , M i n i s t e r  o f  C o n g r e g a t i o n a l  L i f e  &  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , E d i t o r

I could not, in good conscience, release this newsletter without naming what is happening in our country right 
now. I reached out to Rev. Kelly, who agreed, and in the course of our conversations, we stumbled to write the 
following.  We realized early on that we are writing this to ourselves as much as we are to you.  We have written 
several drafts, and it still feels inadequate, but perfection is not the point. I would not normally add my name to 
this message, but we decided to sign it together as a reminder that this work is never the responsibility of one 
person or one group. If we are to make a change, we are to do this work together. 

In her opening words to the First Universalist 
Church in Minneapolis this weekend, our UUA 
President the Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray said, 
“This is a defining time, and how we show up in 
this time will define who we are. Where we put 
our hearts, our resources, our commitments will 
define who we are. As Unitarian Universalists, 
we are committed to a world where all people 
are able to thrive. We are a faith rooted in love, 
that understands our interdependence and 
interconnectedness. It matters that we stay true 
to that vision.”

At its best, religion offers a prophetic voice. A 
voice that calls us to our better selves; that calls 
us to dream into being a just and loving world. 
At its worst, religion becomes a tool for hatred. 
Perhaps religion is most dangerous when it blinds 
us to our own privilege, making us complacent in 
our work toward a just world. 

The epitome of white privilege is that we are 
writing to you in the aftermath of the deaths 
of George Floyd,  Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna 
Taylor.  We should have written this to you when 
they were still alive. The color of our skin affords 
us the privilege of forgetting about our whiteness 
in our day-to-day living.  We must ask ourselves, is 
our faith becoming dangerous, have we become 
complacent? 

Our Unitarian and Universalist heritage is 
filled with those who said no to systems of 
oppression and violence. William Henry Furness 
was the minister of the First Unitarian Church of 
Philadelphia for 50 years and a staunch abolitionist. 
When Rev. Kelly interned there, she learned that 
Furness would preach fiery sermons about the ills 
of slavery and the need for freedom. Furness was 
so impassioned that members of the congregation 
armed themselves and stood at either end of 
the pulpit to protect him on Sunday mornings. 
President Buchanan discussed indicting him for 
treason.

Our history is suffused with stories such as 
these, and they can fuel our commitment to 
continuing this work.  We know that our world 
is one full of extreme privilege and extreme 
injustice. This is not the world of which we 
dream, but we can find the promise of a better 
world in our Unitarian Universalist faith. At 
its best, Unitarian Universalism tells us that 
a just and loving world is possible now—not 
in a life beyond the one we know.  At its best, 
Unitarian Universalism offers each of us an 
opportunity to become our better selves. It 
asks us to examine the spaces where we do 
not recognize the privilege we embody and 
to do this work again and again.  Creating a 
just world must begin by examining our own 
lives first.

We greatly appreciate the people of color who 
are saying, “here is what white people can do 
to show up in this time.” They are telling us to 
educate ourselves first.  We know it is not the 
responsibility of people of color to educate us. 
We must do the un-learning that is necessary 
to be true allies in this work. To learn about 
anti-blackness, systemic oppression, privilege, 
and the roles we play in upholding white 
supremacy. To call one another into this 
work. To have the hard conversations with 
one another, with family and friends, with 
coworkers and community leaders. We must 
do this work here, together.  Starting in July, we 
will be beginning an Anti-Racist Study Group. 
We will begin with the book, How To Be An 
Antiracist by Ibram X. Kendi. Please watch the 
Red Floors for more information on joining us 
in the work of education and unlearning.

We don’t do this work alone, and we don’t do 
it for ourselves. We do this work because this 
is our call as Unitarian Universalists. Together, 
we will love the hell out of this world and 
do our part in making it a beautiful and just 
world for all.
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from the editor
b y  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  D i r e c t o r

Various conversations with you and fellow staff 
members led me to wonder about how we’re 
telling the story of this unusual time in our 
community life. Yes, we’ve expanded into an 
array of virtual community offerings—both new 
offerings and old ones reimagined—but there 
is so much more happening beyond the Zoom 
meeting link.

And we didn’t want to miss an opportunity to 
tell you the stories of how FUS is embracing 
the challenge of living out our values and staying 
connected during this pandemic. The storytellers 
are your staff and ministers, but the stories are 
about us.  As the Rev. Kelly Crocker identifies for 
us, the stories highlight the beauty behind who 
we’ve always been and call us to acts of courage 
and creativity as we navigate this challenging 
time.  After reading these stories, I felt a sense of 
gratitude to be on this journey with you.

However, as storytellers, we make a fundamental 
mistake if we don’t invite you into this storytelling 

process. For all the difficulties this time 
is forcing us to reckon with, there is an 
opportunity to build on our strong foundation 
to rise and meet the challenges before us. 
What new stories can we write? How do you 
want to participate in this story? The beauty 
of communities like FUS is that the richness 
of community life relies on the engagement of 
its members as dreamers and doers, sharing 
in our important work.

If you read about a project in the following 
pages that you’d like to learn more about 
or get involved with, please contact the staff 
member listed with the article. If you’d like to 
get more involved but aren’t sure where to 
start, please contact Janet Swanson at janets@
fusmadison.org. You can find a listing of staff 
contacts at fusmadison.org/welcome/our-
staff-2. We hope you’ll join with us in writing 
this unexpected chapter.

from your ministers
b y  R e v . Ke l l y  C r o c k e r  &  R e v . D o u g  Wa d k i n s

These words from our colleague, the Rev. 
Gretchen Haley, remind us of the crucial work 
of the last two months, and our dual themes of 
compassion and play for the month of June. So 
much of the energy of your ministers, staff, and 
lay leaders have been reimagining and practicing 
the lifesaving art of holding space for all that we 
bring in these confusing and often overwhelming 
days.  We continue to meet virtually several times 
a week as staff to shape programming that offers 
that space for you. We want there to be space 
for our grief, our anger, our anxiety, our curiosity, 
and our loneliness, even when we are sometimes 

surrounded by those we love. We want 
there to be space for your sense of joy, your 
imaginings, and your playfulness, too.  We need 
space to bring our own humanity as clergy and 
staff to the mix as well.  All this together is 
the lifeline that carries us through these days 
and strengthens our sense of connection and 
reinforces the power of community, even in 
the midst of physical distancing. Truly, there 
is enough space here to hold all that you 
are carrying. Thank you for bringing all that 
you are and all that you hold to this beloved 
community.

There is enough space
between us

to hold
all that you are carrying...

A Message for these DAys
b y  Ke l l y  C r o c k e r , M i n i s t e r  o f  C o n g r e g a t i o n a l  L i f e  &  B r i t t a n y  C r a w f o r d , E d i t o r
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Staying Connected while staying apart
b y  Ke l l y  J .  C r o c k e r , M i n i s t e r  o f  C o n g r e g a t i o n a l  L i f e

So many things have changed over the past two 
months, and yet I have come to realize that much 
has stayed the same.  When I think about our 
community, who we are and what’s important 
in our life together, the method of delivery may 
be different, but the core meaning and values we 
share endure.

Our weekly worship services remain. Sure, it is 
strange for those of us participating in the service 
to talk to a camera instead of looking into your 
faces, to share stories without children gathered 
on the rug, to listen to your cares, share your 
sorrows, and light candles without being able 
to look into your eyes.  And yet, the power of 
those rituals, the connections we have with all 
of you, remain. When we gather in that space 
we know you are with us, whether watching on 
Sunday morning or later in the week, we feel 
your presence and bring you into that time and 
that space. 

Our commitment to care for one another is still 
here. Our lay ministers have been contacting 
over 200 of our elders, routinely checking in, 
making sure they are doing okay, and seeing if 
there are any immediate needs that can be filled. 
Lay ministers have gathered over 40 fabric masks 
from talented sewing members of our community 
and are delivering them to members who need 
them. We created grief kits to send to those in our 
community experiencing a loss during this time 
apart. If you need a mask or a kit, please let me 
know and I will connect you with the coordinator 
for those programs. Our children are making 
cards to send to our elders, reminding them 
that intergenerational connections are still vitally 
important in our lives and that they are cared for 
by people of all ages. Kindness and creativity still 
live among us. 

Our small groups continue. Journey Circles, 
Chalice Groups, the Men’s Group, Japanese Crane 
Qi Gong spiritual practice, and book groups 
have moved online as people continue to meet 
and deepen their relationships with one another 
and themselves. Conversations about who we 
are and what is most important in our lives 
remain. Small group members are continuing to 

ground themselves in our values, sharing their 
sorrows and their joys, their fears and their 
commitment, receiving care, and remembering 
how it is that we want to live in this world. 

New programs have come into being. Two 
weekly knitting groups, two meditation 
groups, a check in and meditation with our 
ministers, and a Pandemic Support Group 
have been created to nurture and support 
our community. In this time of uncertainty and 
change, we are attempting to be adaptive and 
responsive to changing realities. And much is 
changing. 

We are in this for the long haul.  We know we 
will be gathering online for many months to 
come.  As a community, and as a faith tradition, 
we believe that each and every person has 
a life of dignity and worth. We cannot meet 
in person until we can do so in a way that 
is safe for all. We are committed to creating 
an inclusive congregation that works for 
everyone, that welcomes everyone, and that 
honors everyone. This is our new reality, and I 
know how hard it is to hear.  We miss you.  We 
miss your faces and your voices. We miss your 
laughter and your hugs.  We miss boisterous 
coffee hours in the Commons and the sound 
of children in the halls.  We miss you. 

Please know we are doing all we can to 
determine the best next steps for our 
community. As we welcome a new interim 
minister, we will be working with him to 
decide when and how we can reopen and 
gather together in person again. There are 
many things that are uncertain at this time, 
and yet there are many things that remain the 
same:  Our love and care for one another, our 
commitment to being a community that can 
truly welcome all, our belief that we can work 
together to make this world a beautiful and 
just place for all, and our deep commitment 
to this faith we share. All these remain, my 
friends, all these remain. Love, compassion, 
justice—these remain today and always. 

with deep hope and abiding love,
Kelly
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Staying Connected while staying apart
b y  Ke l l y  J .  C r o c k e r , M i n i s t e r  o f  C o n g r e g a t i o n a l  L i f e

At Our Best We:
• Honor bridging moments and rights of passage
• Support life transitions and see larger 

connections
• Focus on the heart instead of just the head
• Invite the larger Madison community to 

explore shared values

Essential Traits & Qualities of this Community:
• A commitment to justice
• Curiosity
• Respect for diversity
• Supportive of each other
• Keenly aware of the interdependent web
• Committed to the seven principles

Challenges:
• Too comfortable
• Too many consumers, not enough doers
• Meet people where “we” are not where “they 

are”
• Connecting new people, getting involved
• Communication gaps
• Lack of priorities in social justice
• Resources (finances, staff)

Whom Do We Serve?
• RE
• Music
• People who show up and are able to find their 

niche (are there enough niches?)

In the Interim
b y  D o u g  Wa d k i n s , I n t e r i m  S e n i o r  M i n i s t e r

To conclude the second interim year, and to assist you in preparing to move meaningfully into the 
search year, we invite you to an important conversation to synthesize the essential questions of your 
identity as a congregation and to hold space for imagining the future.  We will review your answers 
to who are we and whom do we serve as a foundation for imagining what we are called to do and be 
in the coming years.  We will utilize breakout rooms on Zoom for small group discussions to inform 
your work with the settled minister search team, your candidate for that ministry position, and with 
each other in shaping your future. Please join us on Sunday, June 7, at 12:30 pm to 2 pm.  A virtual 
link will be available in the Red Floors and on the website.

Warmly and gratefully, 
Doug 

In preparation for this conversation, below is a synthesis of the perspectives shared in these groups:

• Take care of one another
• Are generous with time and money
• Offer community support during times of 

significant crisis (vigils, etc.)

• Provide excellent Children’s Religious 
Education

• Mind and heart
• Music
• Different styles of worship
• Space and building

• We think we have all the answers
• Lack of diversity
• We do not easily accept who we really are
• 25 years ago we would have made a very 

similar list

• Quest
• MOSES and MUM
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Who do we serve in the future?
• LGBT
• Marginalized communities
• “Funky & Quirky”
• Seekers and non-traditional spiritual folk

Community Outreach Past:
• Worked on continuity of the history of FUS
• Congregational and choir exchanges
• Collaborative social justice
• Pulpit exchanges

In the Future:
• More one-time events for congregants to 

connect with the community.
• More community sanctuary

• Young people questioning
• Questioning people, in general
• How do we serve families as a whole?

• Inviting people to come to us
• Make space for collaborative groups
• Weddings and memorials

• Becoming allies and collaborators—not 
“experts”

New Interim Minister Announcement

On Friday, May 22, the Board of Trustees announced the Rev. Roger Bertschausen as our 
next Interim Minister. Roger will depart from his role as the Executive Director of the 
Unitarian Universalist Partner Church Council and join FUS on August 1. Roger served as 
the Senior Minister of the Fox Valley Unitarian Universalist Fellowship in Appleton, WI for 
twenty-five years and was named their Minister Emeritus in 2018. Roger has also worked 
with congregations across the country as a governance consultant through Unity Consulting. 
A complete biography and introduction will be provided in a future edition of this newsletter.
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Children’s religious education
by  L e s l i e  Ro s s , D i r e c t o r  o f  Ch i l d r e n ’s  R e l i g i o u s  Edu ca t i o n

I’ve spent a lot of time over the past couple of months 
hearing this proverbial phrase running through my 
mind:  “When life gives you lemons, make lemonade.” 
Sadly, Covid-19 is a far more formidable foe than 
a typical bowl of the proverbial lemons. Still, the 
challenge to make lemonade remains. Blind-sided 
and underprepared, the Children’s RE program 
staff and many of our amazing volunteer teachers 
quickly shifted into gear to try to keep our “village” 
connected. From mid-March to mid-May, we offered 
numerous ways for kids to enjoy a continued 
presence of RE in their lives. Here are some of the 
offerings we provided:
• Weekly CRE at Home emails provided lessons 

for families to enjoy each week. Content provided 
opportunities for families to explore various 
aspects of our UU history and principles. Each 
lesson included activities for families to do 
together.

• Weekly Zoom CRE sessions for K-6th grade gave 
us a place to virtually gather and enjoy some of 
the rituals kids experience each week in CRE, 
explore ideas important to us as UUs, and have 
fun together.

• Two months of brief daily activity suggestions, 
such as writing an acrostic poem about EARTH 
for Earth Day, going for a night walk, using Google 
Earth to explore a place you’ve wanted to visit, 
and more.

• Several of our classes continued to meet weekly, 
including one Sunday section of Exploring Our 
Origins, Building Bridges, Compass Points, both 
sections of Mind, Body and Soul, and Coming of 
Age.

• In May we were able to bring our childcare 
staff “back to work” by offering professional 
development opportunities. Childcare staff have 
been watching relevant videos online about child 
development, appropriate play, and other topics, 
then meeting weekly via Zoom to discuss these.

• Compass Points teachers delivered “Survival 
Kits” to their class participants, including yummy 
things to eat and lists of places to hike, things to 
do, and TV shows and movies worth watching; 
as well as words of encouragement during these 
crazy times.

Coming up with entirely new ways of engaging 
children and families has been exciting, frustrating, 
daunting, and exhausting! It has definitely 
pushed my technological prowess, often 
through clenched teeth! But I am so thrilled 
at how receptive our families have been and at 
discovering so many new vehicles for connecting 
with each other. And I have loved how the 
weekly Zoom CRE sessions have given me the 
opportunity to connect with many of our FUS 
kids in their homes, where they’ve been able to 
introduce us to their pets, share their stuffies 
with us, hang out in their rooms, and more, all 
from the comforts of home!

In the coming months, Karen and I will be busily 
preparing for both in-person RE classes and 
virtual RE classes. While Karen busily prepares 
our curriculum boxes and curriculum binders, I’ll 
be exploring ways that we can more effectively 
engage virtually and dedicating much of my 
time to adapting our curriculum for the Zoom 
platform. I’ll also explore ways to best give 
teachers the tools they’ll need for facilitating 
Zoom classes. Families can now sign up for either 
a year of strictly virtual RE or for our regular 
CRE classes with the caveat that we may have 
to offer those virtually for at least part of the 
year.  Adaptability will be the name of the game!

I suspect one of the greatest challenges awaiting 
us will be teacher recruitment. Parents are 
overwhelmed with managing the new realities 
of parenting during a pandemic. Many are 
uncomfortable with the prospect of teaching 
on Zoom; others are uncomfortable with the 
prospect of in-person classes and don’t want 

Leslie
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Membership & adult education
by  J a n e t  Swan s on , D i r e c t o r  o f  Membe r s h i p  and  Adu l t  Edu ca t i o n

Our days have changed considerably since early 
March. This change came about abruptly, with no 
adjustment period. We, at FUS, were planning, 
scheduling, and implementing our work on one day, 
and the next day the building was closed with work 
becoming remote. 

Daily rhythms have changed for almost everyone. 
One’s commute to work is from one room to 
another in our own homes. We drink more coffee. 
Sleep restlessly.  Worry. Feel anxious, uncertain, and 
even confused at times. We may be on social media 
more than ever and checking the news relentlessly. 
We try to make some sense of a life that seems to 
make no sense right now. 

All of us are living with new challenges and 
uncertainties.  Yet, our work and our ministry remain 
the same—to reach out to one another in love and 
compassion, and to create beloved community. 

A new awareness of how we now need to create 
community evolved quickly. Shifting from in-person 
gatherings to virtual opportunities stretched our 
imaginations and pushed us to create new avenues 
of being together and sharing our experiences. In 

rethinking all the ways we connect and gather, we 
started virtual groups to continue fellowship and 
support, hoping to provide heartfelt connection 
and care.

Our Journey Circles, chalice groups, exploration 
groups, and movement meditation moved online 
to continue small group ministry opportunities 
for our friends and members. We started new 
meditation groups, offering them three times a 
week to nurture spirits and provide self-care.  A 
few staff members contributed to storytimes, 
reading aloud children’s books, and creating 

Janet

to commit to anything until we all have a better 
sense of this virus’s trajectory. Our FUS community 
will be called to support each other in so many 
new and profound ways. If you have expertise 
in using Zoom with children and/or in training 
teachers for a virtual format, I would love to talk 
with you! And of course, if you have any interest 
in teaching CRE, please know WE NEED YOU!  
You can volunteer to teach only virtually, only in 
person, or for whichever is needed.

The list of things that I have hated about this 
pandemic is long. I hate what it reveals about our 
nation’s political leaders; I hate that thousands of 
people have suffered; I hate that children’s worlds 
have been turned upside down; I hate that parents 
are stretched to their limits; the list goes on. But 
there have also been many significant takeaways that 

I will strive to hang onto. Top among those is 
an appreciation for everything that our FUS 
community brings into our lives. The loss that 
has come from our inability to gather at the 
red floors is also, for me, an enormous gain of 
appreciation and gratitude for the hundreds of 
blessings that happen when we are together. 
Watching classes engage with their opening 
rituals, hearing the often profound questions 
our kids ask, marveling at the creativity and 
generosity that teachers bring into their classes, 
seeing kids’ artwork, watching kids laugh and 
enjoy our resident turkeys—all these and so 
much more will taste sweeter than ever once we 
can gather again. In the meantime, I’m embracing 
the opportunities to learn new ways of “being 
together, apart.” I hope you’ll join me.
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We look with Uncertainty…
by Anne Hillman

We look with uncertainty
beyond the old choices for

clear cut answers
to a softer, more permeable aliveness

which is every moment
at the brink of death;

for something new is being born in us
if we but let it.

We stand at a new doorway
awaiting that which comes,

daring to be human creatures,
vulnerable to the beauty of existence.

Learning to love.

a library of stories (for children of all ages). We 
can’t always know what will work, but it has been 
important for us to stretch our imaginations and our 
creative muscles. 

We are researching offerings for the summer months 
that engage, inspire, and uplift us all. At times of 
uncertainty, spiritual practice can be an anchor and 
a refuge. Our new meditation groups will continue 
virtually, and we are looking to introduce new classes 
for further practices. We are creating a New UU 
Class to be offered online, allowing the program 
to continue even when we are unable to gather in 
person.  And we are reimagining small group ministry 
to include new ways of connecting and staying 
connected as we live into this new normal.

Life has offered us the opportunity to expand 
our understanding of community.  We continue 
to share moments of joyful connection.  We 
continue to share our joys and concerns. We 
look to one another for understanding and 
compassion. To know that we hold each other 
close at heart, even when we cannot be together 
physically, is to believe in the collective love of 
this faith community.

And as spring turns to summer, may we be well.

Yours in faith and fellowship,
Janet
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Drew

Music @ fus
by  D rew  Co l l i n s , Mu s i c  D i r e c t o r

With no choirs to direct, no guest musicians to 
schedule, and no concerts to coordinate, what is left 
for a music director to do during a pandemic? Plenty, 
as it turns out!

Some of my routine activities remain the same. Pianos 
need to stay tuned regularly, even when they aren’t 
being used, after all. I continue planning music for 
worship in collaboration with my colleagues on the 
music staff and worship team. Weekly staff meetings 
continue and have expanded to multiple check-ins a 
week.  And I still work on concerts and other events 
that need to be scheduled a year or two in advance.

But other activities have been new—purely a result 
of the health crisis. Worship became virtual worship, 
and programming became virtual programming.

Virtual Worship
The initial response to the pandemic took weeks 
with long days of reconsidering, reconfiguring, and 
redesigning. Choirs and chamber groups could not 
rehearse together safely, and most soloists wanted 
to play it safe and stay at home. This meant an end to 
choir rehearsals, choirs in worship, and possibly the 
Friday Noon Musicale. Linda, Heather, and I had to 
throw out the entire schedule of worship music and 
replace it with something safer.  We needed to figure 
out how to lead hymns over YouTube and without 
hymnals. We even needed to throw out the typical 
All Music Sunday format in favor of something more 
commensurate with a pandemic.

But it was actually a different challenge that has 
come to replace most of my staff time. Our audio 
and video systems have not been updated since their 
installation, and it has become a problem. Worship in 
the Atrium Auditorium neither sounds nor looks on 
video anything close to what it sounds and looks like 
live. In order for your at-home worship experience 
to be spiritual and meaningful, we needed to remove 
as many technical distractions as possible. Untangling 
these systems has been like untangling multiple 
strands of Christmas lights. I’m proud to say that we 
are making progress, and I hope you see and hear 
results more and more as time goes by.

Virtual Programming
To keep folks singing and maintaining connections 
with the community, the FUS music program has 

been offering several online music experiences. 
I canceled the Musicale only to replace it with a 
virtual Musicale live-streamed on FUS’s YouTube 
channel every Friday at noon. Each Wednesday, 
we offer a virtual Hymn Sing and Children’s 
Choir Sing-Along.  All these programs have been 
well received and will continue throughout the 
summer.

I have begun compiling past videos of virtual 
Hymn Sings, Musicales, and All Music Sundays 
on a new YouTube playlist called “Music at FUS.” 
It even includes upcoming events! Visit anytime 
by going to YouTube, searching for “fusmadison,” 
and clicking on “Playlists.”

Future Plans
The chorus’s tour to New York to sing in 
Carnegie Hall needed to be canceled, as did 
the annual Mark Rosa Harpsichord Recital, and 
concerts in our classical series featuring Madison 
Bach Musicians. But, life goes on, and all of these 
events are back on the schedule for next year.

Sometime this summer, FUS will begin hosting 
a series of Justice Sing-Alongs. This is in 
partnership with FUS Social Justice Coordinator, 
Tim Cordon. In the spirit of Madison’s own 
Raging Grannies and Solidarity Sing-Along, we 
will sing for climate justice and social justice.

I will also offer a series of Zoom classes on 
“Singing for the Non-Singer” geared toward 
folks who think they are bad at singing or think 
they cannot sing.  All will be welcome.
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shine a light on what has always been true at 
FUS and will carry us to the future together.

The other stewardship-through-fundraising 
events the team is working on are also being 
adapted to align with these uncertain times. 
Interestingly, this was shaping up to be an 
innovative year of events before Covid-19. 
Select to Connect, Cabaret, jazz concerts, and 
more are being reimagined each week as we 
learn more about what we don’t know and can’t 
plan for entirely. I am learning first-hand the 
wealth of resources in our long-time members 
suggesting opportunities to connect and helping 
guide the process of discovering a rhythm of 
stewardship planning that is perfect for this 
time. The technology we’re embracing to help 
us stay connected and help fund our program 
areas might be newly deployed, but the source 
of why we want to be connected as a community 
is key to both our history and our future. We 
are a people of love and compassion, knowing 
our stewardship has great potential to positively 
impact the lives of families in our community 
and beyond our doors.

Finding the rhythm in uncertain times
b y  C h e r y l l  M e l l e n t h i n , P r o j e c t  C o o r d i n a t o r

Cheryll

With the creation of our Stewardship Ministry Team 
(SMT) last fall, our intention was to take the long 
view of the important and necessary work of tending 
to the present while investing in the future. We 
drew on our rich history as Unitarian Universalists, 
knowing that caring for one is caring for all, and that 
year-round stewardship success reduces disparities 
and builds economically-diverse communities. That 
we all have valuable gifts to share—and every gift of 
time, talent, and financial means matters.

As we kicked off our annual Stewardship Campaign 
last March with the theme It Takes All of Us, we 
were buoyed by the generous gifts of our Sustaining 
Stewards and other early pledge commitments. 
The planned rhythm of events—tabling between 
services, encouraging testimonials, and the robust 
communication plan—was to bring energy to our 
campaign and a celebration planned for at the end 
of the month.

Looking back on the dramatic changes in our lives 
since those hopeful early days of the campaign, 
I am ever optimistic that the intentions of the 
SMT are truer than ever. Tending to the present 
means adapting our campaign efforts to where 
our generous community is—staying safe at home, 
joining us for virtual services and coffee hours.  We’re 
all just a phone call, email, or handwritten note away 
from connecting. There has been a renewed joy in 
conversation, starting with stewardship intentions, 
then gently moving into family stories, renewed old 
hobbies, and old-fashioned small talk. The powerful 
planned testimonials of our members are now 
shared through email with unforgettable messages 
of why giving to FUS is more important than ever. 
These connections bring us together in ways that 

I am exploring ways to offer a choir opportunity of 
some kind if we can figure out how to do so safely.

None of these challenges have offered easy or quick 
solutions. But this unusual moment provides an 
opportunity to reconsider, reconfigure, and redesign 
how the music program at FUS can serve more of its 
congregants. Plato tells us that, “Music is a moral law. 

It gives soul to the universe, wings to the mind, 
flight to the imagination, and charm and gaiety 
to life and to everything.” We hope to provide 
opportunities for you to connect to FUS and 
each other through music so that your soul, mind, 
imagination, and spirit can stay aloft during these 
grave times. Namaste.
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Social Justice & the pandemic
b y  T i m  C o r d o n , S o c i a l  J u s t i c e  C o o r d i n a t o r

As I reflect on this pandemic time, the lessons, the 
adaptations, the feelings, and all the ways life has been 
turned on its head, I am struck by how much is still 
here. I am so grateful for how nimbly and creatively 
this beloved community has been in responding 
to the challenges we face. Almost instantly, our 
leaders helped to create so much of what we had 
always produced, but in a whole new format. What 
follows are some of the highlights and plans for how 
FUS social justice work is adapting to our current 
situation.

On Tuesdays and Fridays at noon, we hold Social 
Justice Conversations via Zoom. You can bring your 
lunch, or not, and you can stay for as little or as long 
as you’d like. There isn’t a program, an agenda, or a 
pre-determined goal. We are kindred souls, looking 
for some small way to support justice through sharing 
information and exploring new avenues to do this 
work. Best of all, we are deepening our connections 
and breaking the isolation of these times, which in 
and of itself, is an act of justice. So, if you’d like to talk 
about social justice, join us for any of these gatherings.

Before the pandemic hit, many of us began to focus 
our efforts on what seems to be the most critical next 
step for the betterment of all life on Earth—electing 
leaders in 2020 who might more wisely navigate the 
social, political, and ecologic crises that plague our 
world. In collaboration with a number of groups, we 
launched the Building Unity Tour, a 35-weekend tour 
to engage, educate, and inspire proponents of peace, 
justice, sustainability, and democracy, to not only vote 
but to dramatically make sure everyone else does, 
too. One week into this tour, the state of Wisconsin 
started shutting down. 

Our efforts quickly transitioned to working to 
postpone the spring election for the sake of public 
safety, and to give communities time to adapt and 
figure out how to conduct a fair election safely. Once 
the spring election was over, we figured out how to 
become a virtual tour. The Votemobile, the 34’ RV 
that was donated to lead the Building Unity Tour, 
was transformed into a mobile billboard. Its goals 
are to direct people to the BuildingUnityWisconsin.
org website, share provocative messages, and invite 
people to our virtual gatherings. So far, we have held 
successful virtual tour stop gatherings in Madison, 
the Janesville/Beloit area, and in the Racine/Kenosha 
area. Bringing together people who share our UU 

values, these gatherings are helping deepen our 
connections and organize a movement for a just 
and sustainable world. In addition, we are conducting 
video interviews via Zoom and using the Votemobile 
as a unifying subject with a variety of justice leaders.

Thanks to our FUS MOSES Team, our First Friday 
Films continued on schedule. On May 1 they showed 
the documentary The Sentence to about 30 people 
and gathered for an engaging after-movie Zoom 
discussion.  We will continue to offer our First Friday 
Films this summer (except for July 3 due to the 4th 
of July holiday weekend). Our June 5 film is called 
Power to Heal, which tells the story of how the twin 
struggles for racial justice and healthcare intersected 
in the 1960s. We will be offering this film for free, 
but will be taking a goodwill offering to cover fees 
associated with showing the films.  Any additional 
funds raised will go to groups led by and supporting 
people of color in our community who are facing 
increased hardship as a result of the pandemic.

On Mother’s Day weekend, our annual Peace Pole 
Project took a new twist thanks to the inspiration of 
its leader, Roz Woodward. Roz had the idea that in 
addition to the beautifully decorated polls to honor 
Mother’s Day and world peace, we should put up 
a banner that thanked the essential workers in our 
larger community. 

The Sustainability Ministry Team and its numerous 
committees are planning for special lay-led summer 
services in July.  They continue to look at the carbon 
footprint of our campus with hopes of lowering it 
still, and exploring ways that we can support other 
congregations and non-profit groups to do the 
same. The “Array it Forward” team feels that by 
giving the gift of solar, we give a gift that will keep 
on giving—not only with monthly economic savings, 
but also by reducing our carbon emissions for future 
generations.

Please join us and help us build our united pro-
people, pro-peace, pro-planet, and pro-voting 
movement.  We are building unity and there is a part 
of this movement for everyone. I look forward to 
hearing your thoughts, ideas, questions, or dreams 
about social justice. Call me anytime at 608-630-
3633. 

Tim
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Social Justice & the pandemic
b y  T i m  C o r d o n , S o c i a l  J u s t i c e  C o o r d i n a t o r

taking care of business
b y  M o n i c a  N o l a n , E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r

A huge thanks to all who joined us virtually for our first FUS Parish Meeting on Zoom. In addition to 
electing a new board president-elect,  Alyssa Ryanjoy, secretary John McGevna, approving three Foundation 
board members, as well as an amazing slate of Ministerial Search Committee members, we approved the 
included budgets for next fiscal year. You can watch a video of the Financial Forum if you’d like a more 
in-depth overview of these budgets at https://fusmadison.org/governance. The budgets support a rich 
array of programming and initiative, new and old, that enable us to embody our mission. Your generosity 
makes this possible. Thank you for co-creating this beautiful community! May our next church year be 
filled with unexpected joys and our truest intentions. It’s sure to be a journey.
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Wheel of Life
Congratulations to Sarah Best and Dan Bjerre on their May 16 wedding! Rev. Kelly officiated our 
first livestreamed wedding, and we are grateful to Sarah and Dan for giving us this opportunity to 
celebrate joy and love. Best wishes!
We celebrate Carin Bringelson’s graduation from Meadville-Lombard Theological School. Carin 
has served as our ministerial intern since 2018.  All are invited to her ordination on Saturday, August 
8, at 4:30 pm at FUS.
With sad hearts, we share the passing of Mary Hennen on February 4, 2020. We send our love to 
Mary’s family as they mourn her passing.

TEXT to GIVE Available in July!
FUS has long partnered with not-for-profits whose vision and mission we support. Members and 
visitors alike are encouraged during services to place funds in the passed basket, commonly referred 
to as our Outreach Offering. Our partners have ranged from UU-affiliated organizations to local 
environmental and social justice groups. In today’s virtual world, where there is no physical basket 
collection during the worship service, we still want to support these vital organizations. FUS is 
working to create opportunities for you to do just that.
In July, we will introduce a new giving platform, TEXT to GIVE. How does TEXT to GIVE work? FUS 
will have a phone number just for making donations. Giving will be as simple as texting that phone 
number. The first time you donate you’ll be asked to input information about your credit card or 
bank account. The platform will securely store this information so that you may reuse it each time 
you TEXT to GIVE.  You can even set up our TEXT to GIVE number in your contacts list so that you 
can give with just a couple of clicks!
Please watch the Red Floors for details about this exciting opportunity to TEXT to GIVE.

Staying Informed
The abrupt change in how we engage in community life together has resulted in more frequent mass 
emails. We continue to balance the frequency of these emails with keeping you informed.
If you have concerns that you may have missed an email, be sure to check your spam and junk 
folders in your inbox. If you want to update your email address, please send an email to let our 
Communications Director know (please be sure to include the old email address so we can remove 
it from the list). If you’d like to subscribe to our emails, please visit our website www.fusmadison.org 
and click the button “Sign up for our emails” located just above the listing of virtual events on our 
homepage.
If you have any questions about receiving our mass emails, please contact Communications Director, 
Brittany Crawford, at brittanyc@fusmadison.org.

First Friday Film:  Friday, June 5 @ 6:30 pm
Join us for an online viewing of  “Power to Heal: Medicare and the Civil Rights Movement” followed by 
a Zoom discussion. Click here to sign up and watch this film: https://streaming.bullfrogcommunities.
com/fus_madison_first_friday_films_power_to_heal. You will need to use the password: 4u5M@d 
to view the film.
Thanks to our co-sponsors:  Building Unity, Madison Urban Ministry, Family Farm Defenders, 
Wisconsin Network for Peace, Justice and Sustainability, and Interfaith Peace Working Group.

Community information



A Month of Services
Sunday @ 10 am at www.fusmadison.org

Sunday, June 7
“Holy Play”

In the middle of a pandemic, it may be hard to conceive of “play” as important. There is worry, 
heartbreak, and frustration in our midst—all of which seem antithetical to playfulness and playing. 
However, play doesn’t mean we are burying our heads in the sand. Rather, play allows us to 
refresh our bodies, minds, and spirits so that we can face these current times with openness and 
determination. It’s the return of the FUS String Band, playing tunes written by celtic harpist Turlough 
O’Carolan, in honor of the 350th anniversary of his birth.

Saturday, June 13 & Sunday, June 14
“Coming of Age”

This annual Rite of Passage celebrates the accomplishments and learnings of our Coming of Age 
youth. The COA class spends the year learning about Unitarian Universalism and their own beliefs 
about faith and its place in their lives while working with adult facilitators and elders. This service 
is the youth’s own beautiful creation.  It’s representing the journey they have been on together, 
composing and reading Belief Statements, and providing the special music. Please join us in this 
recognition and celebration of our Coming of Age youth. 

Sunday, June 21
“The Longest Day”

The Pagans in our midst are celebrating Litha, or the Summer Solstice—the peak of the power of the 
Sun.  At the same time, many of our human siblings are struggling with the powerlessness brought 
by the necessities of isolation. This morning, we’ll take some time to reflect on the dissonance 
created by these two realities, and how we might nurture a spirit of compassion in response.
Rev. Karen Armina is the minister for the James Reeb UU Congregation on the east side of Madison.  
She comes to ministry out of a background in plant ecology, and understands the interconnected 
web of all existence as both a physical and a theological reality.  This understanding leads her to 
be deeply passionate about how we treat each other and our Earth home. Karen lives on the east 
side with her teenager, Catherine, and their dog, Marvel.

Sunday, June 28
“Come into this Circle of Compassion and Care”

As the month of June comes to a close, the Rev. Wadkins offers some final insights for his last 
sermon with you.  In the last two years, how have we practiced building the Beloved Community?  
What wishes and wonderings remain as the Rev. Wadkins prepares to say goodbye and wish you a 
meaningful and blessed future? Flutist Marilyn Chohaney will be joined by cellist Philip Delaquess 
and harpist Linda Warren for chamber music arrangements of Respighi’s Ancient Airs and Dances.

A Month of Musicales
This Friday series begins at 12 pm

June 5
Heather Thorpe & Linda Warren

Music by Mark Hayes

June 12
Linda Warren

Bach, Beethoven, and Brahms

June 19
Linda Warren

Favorites for solo harp



Humans make maps of stars,
choosing some stars, ignoring others,

to project our imaginations onto the heavens.
These maps shift over time, across cultures.

Names change for the same assemblage of bright points:
Drinking Gourd, Big Dipper, Plough, Lost Hunters, Saptarishi.

Humans make constellations by connecting stars.
Humans make meaning by connecting stories:

story to story to narrative to story.
Some blaze bright, some are faint.

Most are backdrop to the great and mundane human unfolding.

Let us imagine the stories of our lives
as starry universe above our heads.

May the stories we connect
draw constellations

that reflect a shared ministry
that calls out the best in us.

constellations
of our Lives

by Rev. Karen G. Johnston


